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Turbulence has long been known to dominate cross-field transport in toroidal magnetic confine-
ment devices. The role of turbulence driven large-scale flows, i.e. zonal flows (ZF), in the self-
organisation of turbulence and thus in the quality of global confinement has extensive theoretical 
support and an increasing amount of experimental evidence. Despite this, definitive experi-
mental identification of ZFs and analysis of several of their key features have been lacking in the 
field. We report a coordinated effort of theory, improved metrics in computation and experi-
mental diagnostics, as well as upgraded velocimetry in support of ZF analysis. 

Previous experimental studies have suffered from a range of limitations from insufficient tem-
poral resolution through sensitivity and specificity of flow velocimetry data to the restricted spa-
tial domain in which to evaluate defining nonlinear characteristics. An extensive analysis of cross-
correlation time delay estimation (CCTDE) techniques is shown in which several new methods 
are developed for reducing the fail rate of velocimetry while optimising temporal resolution using 
the 2MHz sampling rate of the MAST(-U) beam emission spectroscopy (BES) system. The resulting 
spectrum of velocity fluctuations shows a non-trivial dependence on the average flow with real-
istic PDF of input signals. CCTDE is used to show geodesic-acoustic modes (GAM) in MAST and 
compared with magnetic components. The applicability to measurements of nonlinearity is 
shown from edge turbulence measurements. Furthermore, a dynamic time warping (DTW) 
method was tested to characterise its range of usefulness. Testing included an analysis of time 
resolution with various distributions of signals and signal to noise ratios, sensitivity to shear, ro-
bustness against the barberpole illusion and the effect of oversampling. Taken together, these 
tests highlight the areas in which prior ZF experiments have been unsatisfactory. On the theoret-
ical side, we report the development of a method to study the poloidal structure of the nonlinear 
spectral energy transfer of zonal flow drive. The method is applied to local nonlinear gyrokinetic 
simulations of tokamak core ion temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence using cyclone base case 
parameters in concentric circular flux surface geometry. It is found that the transfer of energy 
into the zonal flows is similar to the turbulent activity level in both poloidal structure and tem-
poral behaviour. This information provides strong support for spatially localised measurements. 
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